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In response to an increasing risk of property loss from wildfires at the urban–wildland interface,
there has been growing interest around the world in the plant characteristics of urban gardens that can
be manipulated to minimize the chances of property damage or destruction. To date, considerable
discussion of this issue can be found in the ‘grey’ literature, covering garden characteristics such
as the spatial arrangement of plants in relation to each other, proximity of plants to houses, plant
litter and fuel reduction, and the use of low-flammability plants as green firebreaks [1–4]. Recently,
scientific studies from a geographically wide range of fire-prone regions including Europe [5], the
USA [6], Australia [7], South Africa [8], and New Zealand [9] have been explicitly seeking to quantify
variation among plant species with respect to different aspects of their flammability and to identify
low-flammability horticultural species appropriate for implementation as green firebreaks in urban
landscapes. The future prospects of this scientific work will ultimately depend on how successfully
the results are integrated into the broader context of garden design in fire-prone regions at the
urban–wildland interface. Although modern design of urban gardens must consider more than just
the issue of green firebreaks, we and others [10,11] believe that selection of low-flammability plants
should be high on the priority list of plant selection criteria in fire-prone regions.
Successful inclusion of low-flammability plants into residential gardens, public gardens, and
roadside plantings at the urban–wildland interface might initially seem a complicated and difficult
goal to achieve, given the range of interests that need to be considered in the choice of garden plants.
To simplify the task, and to emphasize the importance of considering low-flammability plants, we
present a procedure for selecting resilient plant species that carefully integrates the range of potentially
competing interests. Here, we define resilient plant species as those that are well suited to meet
current and future challenges under global environmental change. The procedure resolves potential
conflicts by treating each of these interests as complementary factors to be considered in selecting plant
species. The goal is thus to assist home-owners in particular in selecting species that fulfil multiple
objectives in urban gardens. At a broader scale of consideration, the selection of appropriate plant
species in terms of their flammability can also be considered usefully in conjunction with the issue
of vegetation removal so as to provide defensible space around homes and infrastructure [12,13] that
does not result in completely denuded landscapes. The challenges of plant selection, which also
represent the potentially competing interests, include (i) the preservation of native biodiversity in
urban environments; (ii) an increasing prevalence of wildfires at the urban-wildland interface; and (iii)
shifting weather conditions that include prolonged periods either with or without rain or spikes in
either very high or very low temperatures (these will depend on the geographic region in which the
garden is situated). Modern garden design must also consider the issues of community (including
individual) values in relation to selection of plant species (e.g., aesthetics, plants selected for food
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production for families or communities), as well as the fact that some plant species are either allergenic
or toxic and should be avoided for health reasons. We consider all of these challenges and interests in
our plant selection procedure.
From our perspective, an ideal resilient plant species for urban gardens is one that offers refuge or
resources for native wildlife, is of low flammability, is weather-proof for the climatic region now and
into the future, presents no health risks for human welfare, and meets community values. In Figure 1,
we illustrate a process for selecting plant species with these characteristics from an overall pool of
available species. Our model of an ideal plant is flexible, and the selection criteria may be reordered
to suit site-specific needs (e.g., Heritage gardens, areas in commercial zones, preschools, or hospital
grounds). Alternatively, because different stakeholders might weight the selection criteria rather than
require all of them, some steps of the procedure can easily be omitted where and when necessary. Here,
we suggest that a good starting point is selecting native plant species that are known to be used by local
wildlife (step A). This is because (a) there is a good deal of information available about those plants
that are ‘biodiversity-promoting’ and which play an important role in biodiversity conservation: for
example, there is usually an accumulated knowledge about those plants that provide habitat and food
for native birds [14,15]; and (b) native plants and animals in urban gardens are playing increasingly
significant roles in the provision of ecosystem services [16,17]. From this biodiversity-promoting pool
of species, ‘low-flammability’ species should be selected (Figure 1, step B). Researchers are still in
the pioneering stage of identifying broad generalities in the morphological, chemical and structural
characteristics of low-flammability species; however, within the next ten years, we believe there will be
a surge in the volume of empirical scientific work that will make it explicitly clear which plants can be
described as being of low flammability and will thus be best suited for wildfire resilience to provide a
level of protection for homes. A critical objective of this work will be to untangle the varied meanings
for plant species of terms such as ‘low-flammability’, ‘fire-resilient’, and ‘non-flammable’, as these
terms are currently used in a range of different ways. The establishment of frameworks that clearly
define these terms for broad use is highly desirable (e.g., [18,19]). There is also growing awareness
of the need to identify the properties of species will make them ‘weather-proof’ in the context of
climate change [20], which will make the identification and selection of weather-proof plant species
(Figure 1, step C) much simpler in the future. The final two steps in the procedure ensure that only
‘health-safe’ plant species (step D), which pose minimal risk to human health, and plant species that
meet community values (step E), are selected for urban gardens.
The fundamental principle on which our selection process is based is that resilient plant species
can perform multiple functions in their environments. This is the key paradigm shift that is needed
to lead to increased acceptance and successful inclusion of low-flammability plants into broader
modern garden design. Rather than selecting plants for just one purpose, e.g., as ornamentals or as
drought-tolerant, plants can be selected for gardens in the face of multiple challenges. Success, in
terms of the adoption of the idea that low-flammability plants are useful, will ultimately be measured
by appreciable use of low-flammability horticultural plants by home-owners wishing to make their
gardens more resilient to wildfires. Personal economics must be considered here, such that those plant
species with resilient characteristics and which are available for purchase should not be expensive or
increase energy consumption costs, and they should not for whatever reason decrease property values.
A further constraint may be that retail availability of plants for selection is limited: but this hurdle can
be overcome over time with increasing knowledge about, and demand for, low-flammability plants
by home-owners and nurseries in fire-prone regions. Home gardens are for the most part privately
owned and home-owners will make their own choices, but hopefully the procedure that we present
here might help to promote choices that include a wide range of plant species that offer a broad suite
of resilient characteristics – importantly, including plant species with low-flammability characteristics.
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